bank's! balance! sheet! depends! on! whether! or! not! the! bank! faces! a! binding! capital! constraint.! For!instance,!in!the!wake!of!a!loss!of!capital,!an!unconstrained!bank!expands!its!deposit!base!to! avoid!haemorrhaging!loans!while!a!capital!constrained!bank!sheds!deposits!thereby!shrinking! its!loan!portfolio!even!more!than!in!the!unconstrained!case.! This! note! introduces! two! important! changes! to! the! original! model! proposed! by! Peek! and! Rosengren.!The!first!alteration!attributes!capital!a!more!prominent!role!in!determining!assets! and! liabilities! on! a! bank's! ledger.! A! bank's! deposit! base! depends! on! the! bank's! own! capital! position!relative!to!its!competitors'.!A!well;capitalized!bank!attracts!more!deposits!because!it!is! deemed! safer! by! the! public.! The! capital! position! of! a! bank! relative! to! its! competitors! also! affects!its!loan!demand!because!a!well;capitalized!bank!charges!a!higher!lending!rate!than!its! competitors.! These! alterations! turn! out! to! have! far;reaching! consequences! for! how! a! bank! responds!to!a!loss!of!capital.!In!particular,!a!bank!may!no!longer!behave!as!suggested!by!the! original! Peek! and! Rosengren! analysis.! Indeed,! a! bank! may! shrink! its! deposit! base! even! if! the! regulatory!capital!constraint!is!not!binding!and!shrink!the!dollar!value!of!its!loan!portfolio!by! more!than!the!loss!of!capital.!The!other!change!to!the!model!expands!the!set!of!assets!a!bank! can!hold.!Apart!from!making!loans,!a!bank!can!now!also!keep!reserves!which!earn!interest.!In! our!set;up!reserves!are!not!held!as!a!fixed!proportion!of!deposits.!Instead,!reserves!decrease!as! the! difference! between! a! bank's! lending! rate! and! the! policy! rate! set! by! the! central! bank! increases.!In!this!expanded!model,!we!show!that!in!the!wake!of!a!capital!loss!the!adjustment!of! loans!and!reserves!under!a!binding!constraint!depends!on!the!parameters!of!the!model!while! the!adjustment!of!total!assets!and!liabilities!does!not.!The!amount!by!which!the!loan!portfolio! shrinks!equals!the!size!of!the!capital!loss!plus!the!expansion!of!reserves.!!!
In! the! next! section! we! elaborate! on! an! expanded! role! for! capital! in! the! model.! Section! 3! introduces!reserves!into!the!model.!Section!4!offers!a!brief!conclusion.!! THE*MODEL*WITH*AN*EXPANDED*ROLE*FOR*BANK*CAPITAL*
The!bank!maximizes!profits!in!a!monopolistically!competitive!market.!There!is!only!one!asset,! loans! (L),! and! one! liability,! deposits! (D).! There! is! only! one! form! of! capital,! equity! capital! (K),! which!for!the!purpose!of!this!analysis!is!deemed!exogenous.!In!the!event!of!a!capital!loss!the! bank!cannot!compensate!by!issuing!more!equity. 3 !The!balance!sheet!constraint!is!exceedingly! simple:! ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''(1 
)!
The!bank!must!maintain!a!minimum!of!capital!relative!to!its!asset!base:!
The!role!of!capital!in!the!Peek!and!Rosengren!model!is!extremely!limited.!Capital!appears!only! in! the! balance! sheet! constraint! and! the! capital;! asset! ratio! constraint.! It! neither! affects! the! bank's! loan! nor! its! deposit! relation.! But! a! case! can! be! made! for! capital! to! affect! the! two! relations!directly.!We!therefore!propose!the!following!loan!and!deposit!relations:!
For! given! levels! of! capital! and! the! deposit! rate! offered! by! its! competitors,! an! increase! in! the! deposit!rate!offered!by!the!bank!results!in!a!higher!deposit!inflow.!A!bank!with!higher!capital! than!its!competitors!also!attracts!more!deposits!as!it!is!considered!safer!in!the!sense!that!it!has! a!greater!cushion!to!absorb!write;offs.!The!appearance!of!capital!in!the!deposit!relation!implies! further!that!a!bank's!interest!rate!on!deposit!is!negatively!correlated!to!its!capital!base.!Having! more!capital!relative!to!its!competitors!allows!a!bank!to!offer!a!somewhat!lower!interest!rate! on! deposits! to! maintain! a! given! volume! of! deposits.! Simply! put,! depositors! expect! lower! interest!rates!on!deposits!from!a!capital;rich!bank.!
The!demand!for!loans!is!also!affected!by!a!bank's!capital!position!relative!to!its!competitors.!A! bank!with!a!higher!capital!base!faces!more!pressure!from!shareholders!to!earn!a!higher!return.! Thus,! ceteris! paribus,! a! bank! that! maintains! a! higher! capital! base! relative! to! its! competitors! charges!a!higher!bank!lending!rate.!Thus!while!more!capital!(relative!to!its!competitors)!puts! the!bank!in!a!position!to!offer!more!loans,!the!concomitant!pressure!to!charge!a!higher!lending! rate!than!its!competitors!tends!to!reduce!loan!demand.!! The!bank!maximizes!profits!subject!to!the!capital;asset!ratio!constraint.
We! next! consider! two! cases.! The! first! case! describes! the! situation! where! a! bank! is! not! constrained! by! the! capital! asset! ratio! as! the! capital! base! maintained! exceeds! the! regulatory! minimum.! This! is! the! unconstrained! case! where
The!Lagrangean!for!the!optimization!problem!can!be!stated!as!follows: The!two!first;order!conditions!are:
The! optimal! D' that! maximizes! a! bank's! profit! depends! on! whether! or! not! the! bank! is! constrained!by!the!capital!asset!ratio.! Unconstrained*Case* !"
In!the!original!model!by!Peek!and!Rosengren!a!bank!will!unambiguously!increase!its!deposits! in!the!wake!of!a!loss!of!capital!if!loan!demand!and!deposits!are!independent!of!a!bank's!relative! capital! position.!Seeking! more! deposits! to! partially! offset! the! loss! of! capital! is! the! optimal! response!given!that!a!bank!is!not!'bound'!by!the!regulatory!capital!requirement.! On! the! asset! side! of! the! balance! sheet! a! bank's! loan! portfolio! shrinks.! This! result! follows! directly!from!the!balance!sheet!constraint: !"
A! bank's! optimal! response! is! undoubtedly! to! shrink! its! loan! portfolio.! The! size! of! the! loan! reduction!is,!however,!less!clear.!Earlier!we!pointed!out!that!if!! ! !is!greater!than!or!equal!to!2! the! bank! shrinks! its! deposits.! Suppose! we! retain! this! assumption! and! set!! ! !equal! to! 2.! The! response!of!bank!loans!to!a!loss!of!capital!is!now!given!by:! !" 
R'='Reserves'and'i'='exogenous'policy'rate.' '
The!demand!relations!for!loans!and!deposits!are!as!in!the!original!model:!
Because!assets!can!now!be!held!in!the!form!of!reserves!the!balance!sheet!constraint!changes!to!
The!Lagrangean!for!the!profit!maximization!problem!can!now!be!set!up!as!follows: 7 ! 
The!first;order!conditions!are:!
Combining!the!first;order!conditions!yields!a!"rule"!which!describes!how!reserves!and!deposits! are!related!to!each!other: 
The!balance!sheet!of!the!bank!responds!to!a!loss!of!capital!as!follows:! !" When!the!constraint!is!binding,!the!first;order!conditions!of!the!optimization!problem!are!as! follows:! 
The!dollar!value!of!loans!decreases!by!more!than!the!dollar!value!of!the!capital!loss.!Combining! this!result!with!equation!(35)!gives!the!response!of!bank!reserves!to!a!loss!of!capital:! !" !"
Using!the!balance!sheet!constraint,!we!can!further!establish!that! !" 
